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Direct computation of instability points for contact problems
H. Tscho¨pe, E. On˜ate, P. Wriggers
Abstract The extended system is known as a reliable
algorithm for the direct computation of instability points
on the equilibrium path of mechanical structures. This
article describes the application of the extended system
as critical point computation method to mechanical
contact problems. In this type of problems inequality
constraints have to be considered. Moreover a predic-
tion method based on the extended system algorithm is
presented which allows the detection of favorable
starting values for a critical point computation on the
equilibrium path.
Keywords Critical points, Contact, Extended system
1
Introduction
In engineering exact knowledge of stability behavior of
mechanical structures is important since it reveals infor-
mation about structural failure. Commonly for the tracing
of non-linear equilibrium paths so called arclength
procedures are applied (Wemper, 1971; Ricks, 1972). In
combination with finite elements this is a powerful tool for
the calculation of load-deflection paths. For quite some
time the detection of critical points was left to test func-
tions, such as e.g., the determinant or the smallest eigen-
value of the tangent stiffness matrix, that were computed
accompanyingly to the path tracing. A thorough distinc-
tion of several types of these critical points is given in
Jepson and Spence (1985).
With the appearance of direct methods in mathematics,
see Abbott (1978); Seydel (1979) the computation of crit-
ical points simplified considerably. In engineering these
methods appeared with the articles of Wriggers et al.
(1988) and Wriggers and Wagner (1989). Some enhance-
ments of the method were proposed later in Wriggers and
Simo (1990). Starting with simple truss elements in the
beginning the method was applied to more complex two
dimensional structures involving solid elements. In recent
years the prediction method of On˜ate and Matias (1996)
and On˜ate et al. (2000) was added to the set of critical
point detection methods.
In this article the application of the extended system
method to a new class of problems namely mechanical
contact problems is presented. The main difficulty that
arises in this context are the inequality constraints that
have to be considered. These constraints originate from
the non-penetration condition in contact mechanics. A
rather straightforward way of the extended system appli-
cation to this problem type is shown. Some numerical
examples at the end of this article confirm the effectivity of
this method.
A good overview on the whole subject of instability
points can be found in Wagner (1991). The topic of this
article is treated in more detail in Tscho¨pe (2001), which
also contains further examples.
2
Basic equations
In this chapter the finite element formulation that is used
in this work is described briefly. A general continuum
mechanical formulation for isothermal, quasi-static con-
tact problems will be derived.
2.1
Continuum mechanics
With the deformation energy W for hyperelastic material
the principle of the minimum of potential energy with
respect to the reference configuration can be stated as:
PS ¼
Z
B
W dV 
Z
B
q0b^  udV 
Z
qBr
t^  u dA ) Min :
ð1Þ
Besides the term for the elastic energy, terms considering
the energy of applied body forces b and surface loads t
have been added. The unknown displacement function is
denoted by u.
Assuming the St. Venant constitutive law, the elastic
energy is W ¼ 12 ðSEÞ ¼ 12 ðE : ðDEÞÞ. Here S is the 2. Piola–
Kirchhoff stress tensor, D is the fourth order constitutive
tensor and E the Green–Lagrange strain tensor according
to E ¼ 12 ðFTF  IÞ with the deformation gradient
F ¼ ðI þ Grad uÞ. Variation of (1) then yields
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dPS ¼
Z
B
E : DdE dV 
Z
B
q0b^  du dV

Z
qBr
t^  du dA ¼ 0 ; ð2Þ
where the variation of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor is
dE ¼ 12 FT Grad du þ GradT du F
 
and du is the test function for which fdu j du ¼ 0 on qBug
is required.
2.2
Finite element method
For the application of the finite element method the area of
integration B is approximated by the discretization
Bh ¼
[ne
e¼1
Xe
with ne finite elements. The displacements u and the virtual
displacements du are then interpolated on the elemental
level by a sum of shape functions N and nodal values v:
uh ¼
Xnn
i¼j
Nj vj ruh ¼
Xnn
j¼1
vj rNj
duh ¼
Xnn
j¼1
Nj dvj rduh ¼
Xnn
j¼1
dvj rNj
ð3Þ
With the matrix B^ that contains derivatives of shape
functions according to the theory used, Eq. (2) can be split
into inner energy terms and load terms:
RðvÞ ¼
[ne
e¼1
Z
Xe
B^TðveÞ : SðveÞdV ð4Þ
PðvÞ ¼
[ne
e¼1
Z
Xe
q b^ dV þ
Z
qXer
t^ dA
2
4
3
5 : ð5Þ
This leads finally to the set of equations that has to be
solved for the unknown nodal displacements
GSðvÞ ¼ RðvÞ  k P ¼ 0 ; ð6Þ
where the load scaling parameter k for equilibrium path
computations has already been introduced. Commonly
this equation set is solved with the Newton–Raphson
method. Due to the complexity of the governing equations
the load-deflection path exhibits slopes so that arclength
methods for the curve tracing become necessary, see Ricks
(1972), Crisfield (1981), Ramm (1981) and Schweizerhof
and Wriggers (1986). In this work the arclength method
with an updated normal plane control equation is applied.
2.3
Contact
For contact modeling a two dimensional frictionless nor-
mal contact formulation is used. Therefore the master-
slave concept of Hallquist (1979) is adopted, where one of
the bodies is chosen as the master BM, the other as the
slave BS. In numerical contact mechanics this is a rather
common model, that can be found in several articles, e.g.
Curnier (1984), Wriggers and Miehe (1992) and Laursen
and Simo (1993).
For a given slave node xS on qBSc a distance function
dðnaÞ to the parameterized master surface xMðnaÞ can be
defined. The corresponding master point xMðna; tÞ for the
slave point xS can be found minimizing this distance
function
d nað Þ ¼ kxS  xM nað Þk ) MIN with a ¼ 1; 2 : ð7Þ
This leads to the local gap function gN , which permits to
distinguish between the different contact states:
gN ¼ xS  xM

   n ð8Þ
The outward directed normal vector n is obtained from the
convective coordinate system of the surface discretization
aa ¼ x;aðnaÞ; n ¼
a1  a2
ka1  a2k : ð9Þ
Since negative values of gN would mean a penetration of
the two bodies, which is not allowed, the constraint gN  0
yields. For the incorporation of this constraint in the set of
Eq. (6) a penetration function
gþN ¼ jgN j for gN < 00 else

ð10Þ
is defined. With this function the penalty method can be
applied and the contact constraints are added to the
equation system (6):
G ¼ GS þ
Z
qBC
Ng
þ
N dg
þ
N dA
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
contact terms GC
with N > 0 ð11Þ
The penalty method does not solve the problem exactly,
it only regularizes it. The great advantage of this method
is the ease of implementation in existing finite element
program codes. However due to the regularization tiny rest
penetrations remain after the problem is solved. The
penalty parameter N has to be chosen properly, so that on
one side ill conditioning of the equation system and on the
other side too large rest penetration do not occur.
For the numerical examples computed in this work a
node to segment contact discretization has been used.
In general the description of contact presented can
be found in Wriggers (1995) and several other publica-
tions.
3
Computation of critical points
For the calculation of critical points on the equilibrium
path of a mechanical structure two types of methods,
namely direct and indirect methods, exist. Here a direct
method, the extended system with the eigenvalue problem
as additional constraint is applied to the contact problems.
This chapter contains a brief description of this algorithm
and in addition a prediction method derived from it. The
latter can be useful in the choice of favorable starting
values.
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3.1
Extended system
The solution of equation systems of the type (6) and (11) is
accomplished with the Newton–Raphson method. This
standard finite element algorithm for Eq. (11) reads as
½KTðviÞ þ KcðviÞ Dviþ1 ¼ GSðviÞ  GcðviÞ with ð12Þ
viþ1 ¼ vi þ Dviþ1 : ð13Þ
The matrices KT and Kc are the contributions to the global
tangent stiffness matrix originating from the solid and
contact terms GS and Gc respectively:
KT ¼ qGSqv ; Kc ¼
qGc
qv
ð14Þ
For the direct computation of instability points with the
extended system, the equation system (11) is extended by a
condition for the critical point. In this work the eigen-
vector equation in the critical point KT/ ¼ 0 was chosen.
This procedure has been described before in literature in
several publications, see e.g. Wriggers et al. (1988),
Wriggers and Wagner (1989), Wriggers and Simo (1990).
With the additional constraint and a scaling equation for
the eigenvector, the extended equation system is
G^ðv;k;/Þ ¼
GSðv;kÞþGcðv;kÞ
½KTðv;kÞþKcðv;kÞ /
lð/Þ
0
B@
1
CA¼ 0 with ð15Þ
lð/Þ ¼ k/k 1 : ð16Þ
For the Newton–Raphson algorithm the derivatives with
respect to the unknowns have to be computed. With the
shorthand notation ðÞ;v ¼ qðÞqv , Eq. (12) evolves to:
KT þ Kc 0 P
½ðKT þ KcÞ/;v KT þ Kc ½ðKT þ KcÞ/;k
0T /
T
k/k 0
2
664
3
775
Dv
D/
Dk
0
B@
1
CA
¼ 
GSðvÞ þ GcðvÞ
½KTðvÞ þ KcðvÞ/
k/k  1
0
B@
1
CA ð17Þ
The number of unknowns has increased now to 2n þ 1
with n being the degrees of freedom of the equation system
(11). For the efficient solution of (17) Wriggers et al.
(1988) and Wriggers and Simo (1990) proposed an
algorithm with a numerical derivative as an approximation
for the derivatives of KT . This algorithm is adapted to
the contact problems of this article and outlined in
appendix A.
In this algorithm special attention is necessary for the
reassemblation of the stiffness matrix Kcðvi þ /iÞ in
combination with the contact model used in this work.
Since for each assemblation of the stiffness matrix a new
mapping of slave nodes to master segments is performed
in the contact algorithm, this means that KcðviÞ and
Kcðvi þ /iÞ can differ substantially. To prevent this the
assemblation of Kcðvi þ /iÞ is made basing on the master
segment to slave node mapping of KcðviÞ. Furthermore the
active set of KcðviÞ is held fix, too. The negative effect of
adhesive forces that are applied for a degree of freedom in
the active set whose gap was closed in KcðviÞ but becomes
open now in Kcðvi þ /iÞ are neglectable due to the low
magnitude of /.
A proper choice of the starting values for the extended
system is of great importance for the convergence of the
algorithm. For the eigenvector / several possible starting
vectors exist:
/0 ¼
1 unit vector
vt
kvtk current displacement vector
KT
11
kKT11k 1. or higher step of an inverse iteration
/0 from previous eigenvalue computations
8>><
>>:
ð18Þ
A major advantage of this extended system algorithm is
that the eigenvector / in the critical point is computed
simultaneously. This additional information is useful in
bifurcation points since it shows the deformation pattern
of the secondary path. This deformation pattern is needed
for path switching algorithms.
3.2
One step prediction
The one step prediction consists basically of the first step
of the application of the extended system algorithm.
Rewriting equation system (17) for the first iteration the
following set of three equations can be obtained:
KTðv0Þ Dv1 ¼ Dk1P ð19Þ
ðKTðv0Þ/Þ;vDv1 þ KTðv0ÞD/1 ¼ KTðv0Þ/ ð20Þ
/TD/
1 ¼ k/k  k/k2 ð21Þ
In these equations the fact was exploited that Rðv0Þþ
k0P ¼ 0 when the extended system computation is
started from a converged equilibrium point of the load–
deflection path. Solving these equations for the load
update Dk yields
Dk
1 ¼  1
/T
k/k K
1
T ½ðKT/Þ;vDv1P
so that
k1 ¼ k0 þ Dk1 : ð22Þ
This means that an estimation of the critical load k1 can be
obtained this way. The computation of the denominator in
(22) can be simplified again by the numerical derivative as
in the extended system algorithm (appendix A). The
eigenvector / in (22) is one of the possible starting vectors
from (18).
Computing this load prediction during a path com-
putation gives a curve of critical load estimations that
indicates favorable starting values for the extended
system algorithm.
4
Numerical examples
To conclude this article two numerical examples will be
shown to illustrate the application of the extended system
algorithm and the one step prediction to contact problems.
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The examples have been computed with the finite element
code FEAP developed by R.L. Taylor, see Zienkiewicz and
Taylor (1989) for a description.
4.1
Two arches
The first example is the structure of an arch that has a
second arch upside down on top of it. An outline con-
taining geometrical and material data is shown in Fig. 1.
A sidewards movement (x-direction) of the upper arch is
prevented by the boundary conditions in the corner nodes,
where the unit loads are applied.
The arches were discretized with four node elements
with linear shape functions. The convergence study of
Fig. 2 demonstrates, that an elementation with 14 000
elements is sufficient for the exactness of the numerical
solution.
The results of the extended system computations are
shown in Fig. 3. Two bifurcation points with B1 : ðuy; kÞ ¼
ð0:85; 17:21Þ and B2 : ðuy; kÞ ¼ ð4:77; 75:94Þ and two
limit load points with L1 : ðuy; kÞ ¼ ð12:94; 108:83Þ and
L2 : ðuy; kÞ ¼ ð47:73; 42:14Þ were found successfully. The
dashed lines in diagram 3 symbolize the application of the
extended system. Starting point and converged end point
are marked with dots.
The deformed arches and the secondary path defor-
mation respectively are depicted in the small pictures next
to each critical point. The secondary path deformations
are plots of the eigenvectors that are among the results of
the extended system computation.
In Fig. 4 the curves of the critical loads predictions
calculated with the one step prediction algorithm are
plotted. Comparing these with Fig. 3 it can be seen how
the load predictions indicate for each starting point to
which critical point the extended system algorithm
converges.
4.2
Block pressing on arch
The second example is the block pressing on a clamped
arch, see Fig. 5 for a more thorough description. The
discretization of the arch is 20 layers with 400 elements
each and the block has 11 layers with 300 elements each.
Except for the outer nodes with half the load, unit loads
are applied. As in the previous examples a sidewards
movement is prevented by fixating the x–displacements of
the upper corner nodes of the block.
As Fig. 6 demonstrates, the bifurcation point
B1 : ðuy; kÞ ¼ ð23:02; 11:03Þ and the limit point
L1 : ðuy; kÞ ¼ ð40:75; 126:45Þ are found by the extended
system. The one step prediction in the next Fig. 7
confirms the convergence radius of the equilibrium path
diagram.
Fig. 1. Outline of the two arches
Fig. 2. Equilibrium path of the two arches structure for different
discretizations
Fig. 3. Equilibrium path with critical points
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5
Conclusions
This article is concerned with instability points in struc-
tural mechanics. The objective was to directly compute
critical points in combination with contact problems. The
difficulty that arises with these problems are the inequality
constraints which have to be considered in addition.
With the extended system a reliable, well known pro-
cedure for the direct computation of critical points was
extended in a rather straightforward way to the contact
problems. The results with the numerical examples were
very good. All critical points were computed correctly,
moreover the extended system yields the eigenvector
associated with an instability point.
Basing on the extended system algorithm a one step
prediction method was developed, which gives a one it-
eration estimate of the critical load. The application of this
method to the contact problems in combination with the
path computation showed that the predicted critical loads
can serve as an indicator for good starting values of the
extended system.
Appendix A
Partitioning algorithm for the extended system
Solve for Dv
iþ1
½KTðviÞ þ KcðviÞDviþ1P ¼ P
½KTðviÞ þ KcðviÞDviþ1G ¼ GSðviÞ  GcðviÞ
Compute
hi1 ¼
1

KTðvi þ /iÞ Dviþ1P þ Kcðvi þ /iÞDviþ1P  P

 
hi2 ¼
1

KTðvi þ /iÞDviþ1G þ Kcðvi þ /iÞDviþ1G


þGSðviÞ þ GcðviÞ

Solve for D/
iþ1
Fig. 5. Block pressing on hinged arch
Fig. 4. One step prediction for the two arches structure Fig. 6. Equilibrium path for the block pressing on hinged arch
Fig. 7. One step predictions for the block pressing on hinged
arch
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½KTðviÞ þ KcðviÞD/iþ11 ¼ hi1
½KTðviÞ þ KcðviÞD/iþ12 ¼ hi2
Compute increments
Dk
iþ1 ¼ /
iT
D/
iþ1
2 þ k/ik
/i
T
D/
iþ1
1
Dv
iþ1 ¼ Dkiþ1Dviþ1P þ Dviþ1G
Update
kiþ1 ¼ ki þ Dkiþ1; viþ1 ¼ vi þ Dviþ1 ;
/iþ1 ¼ DkiD/iþ11 þ D/iþ12
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